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This is a premium product, but it's not just a pretty face. There is a lot to this package. The interface is very simple and easy to use. You can download the product and install it or simply point to it from the addons menu in the X-Plane 11 tome. Once installed you'll get a list of the products you have installed with a link to "More Information". Clicking on that link will
load a window that will list the products in your file, and allow you to upgrade or download the product. The package is compatible with all of FS 2004, and FSX. The software is written in Delphi, and has been available for quite a while. For those wanting to try the product you will need a Delphi compatible product - Delphi 7 is required. There is no demo or trial
version of Ultimate Traffic, but there is a freeware version called Underground Traffic. This is a very basic product, which will allow you to look at the products in the package. You can use the freeware version and make your own decisions about whether or not you want to buy the full product. Underground Traffic, which is not available from X-Plane, is a free

product with the Ultimate Traffic download. You will need to obtain a GIS server to upload your files to, such as AGI's map server. The first thing to notice when you start this is that it starts up at the same time as the X-Plane, which is a welcome change for those of us that have had to use a mouse without being able to use the keyboard. It does not detect a mouse and
it won't use a joystick - it's not that kind of product. You can select different map layers for viewing. You can choose to display an overhead view or a ground view - which is how I found this to work in the default view. You can turn off traffic by toggling the "Traffic View" option, which is the first toggable item. You can see this in the screenshot below - the Traffic

View button is next to the 3D camera button. The Map Zoom button allows you to zoom in or out. The Map Zoom slider controls the zoom factor. The Traffic Map button allows you to display traffic on the map. You can choose to show roads, the lights, or the vehicles. The "Zoom In" button
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